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Abstract: Owing to its antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant activities, in the last few
years, lavender essential oil (LVO) has been used in medical applications as a promising approach
for treating infected wounds. However, the practical applicability of LVO is limited by its high
volatility and storage stability. This study aimed to develop a novel hybrid hydrogel by combining
phytic acid (PA)-crosslinked sodium alginate (SA) and poly(itaconic anhydride-co-3,9-divinyl-2,4,8,10-
tetraoxaspiro[5.5] undecane (PITAU) and evaluate its potential effectiveness as an antibacterial wound
dressing after incorporating LVO. The influence of the mass ratio between SA and PITAU on the
properties and stability of hydrogels was investigated. After LVO loading, the effect of oil addition
to hydrogels on their functional properties and associated structural changes was studied. FTIR
analysis revealed that hydrogen bonding is the primary interaction mechanism between components
in the hybrid hydrogels. The morphology was analyzed using SEM, evidencing a porosity dependent
on the ratio between SA and PITAU, while LVO droplets were well dispersed in the polymer blend.
The release of LVO from the hydrogels was determined using UV-VIS spectroscopy, indicating
a sustained release over time, independent of the LVO concentration. In addition, the hybrid
hydrogels were tested for their antioxidant properties and antimicrobial activity against Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria. Very good antimicrobial activity was obtained in the case of
sample SA_PITAU3+LVO10% against S. aureus and C. albicans. Moreover, in vivo tests showed an
increased antioxidant effect of the SA_PITAU3+LVO10% hydrogel compared to the oil-free scaffold
that may aid in accelerating the healing process of wounds.

Keywords: hydrogels; antimicrobial activity; lavender essential oil; alginate

1. Introduction

In order to ease problems caused by antibiotic resistance, the use of bioactive com-
pounds extracted from medicinal plants has emerged as a highly noteworthy area of
research in the field of medical and pharmaceutical applications [1–3]. Due to their high
bactericidal action against a variety of bacterial pathogens, studies have demonstrated that
natural compounds like plant essential oils [2,4,5] hold enormous promise as antibacterial
agents. The fact that essential oils and their components are quickly digested, do not build
up in the body, and are quickly excreted after application to the skin strongly suggests
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that they can be used as effective antimicrobial agents [6]. The incorporation in carriers
or scaffolds of such natural compounds derived from medicinal plants has gained a lot of
interest and demand, especially in replacing antimicrobial drugs due to their minimal side
effects and relative abundance [7,8].

After extraction of those active substances, their stability over time is an important
aspect that must be taken care of, as it can be significantly impacted by environmental
factors like light, heat, and moisture.

In order to maintain all the distinctive properties of these essential oils until they
reach their desired physiological targets, several methods have been introduced [9–11] and
encapsulation in different materials has emerged as the most effective [12,13].

Lavender essential oil (LVO) is extracted from many species of lavender plants, such
as Lavandula latifolia, Lavandula stoechas, and Lavandula angustifolia, which exhibit excellent
antimicrobial, antifungal, and antioxidant properties [14–16]. The antibacterial activity of
LVO has been investigated on several types of microorganisms, with notable effectiveness
observed against Staphylococcus aureus, Micrococcus ascoformans, Proteus vulgaris, Escherichia
coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Candida albicans [17,18]. Moreover, LVO effectively pre-
vents the growth of microorganisms that cause infections on the skin and is often used for
the treatment of surface infections as a topical or prophylactic application [19,20]. Accord-
ing to some published studies, linalool and linalyl acetate are the major constituents of LVO
and together with other minor components are responsible for its antimicrobial efficiency.
Moreover, linalool and linalyl acetate also have an anti-inflammatory effect [21,22]. The
incorporation of LVO in hydrogels improves the oil stability during storage [23], delays
its release under real-time dynamic conditions, and imprints good antibacterial proper-
ties against both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, making it a key factor in
accelerating the stages of wound healing [24].

Due to their structural similarities to the extracellular matrix (ECM) found in the
native skin, polymeric scaffolds like hydrogels, particularly those originating from natural
polymers, have become one of the most promising therapeutic options for managing wound
healing [25,26].

Loading the hydrophobic essential oil into the hydrophilic structure of a hydrogel
requires dispersing substances such as tweens, spans, and cyclodextrins, which are usually
utilized. Moreover, solid particles like halloysite nanotubes [27] or hydrophobic polymers
(polycaprolactone) dissolved in the organic phase of an oil in water (O/W) emulsion [28]
were utilized to stabilize the essential oils droplets into the hydrogel matrix.

Our group successfully developed a copolymer through radical copolymerization
of itaconic anhydride and 3,9-divinyl-2,4,8,10-tetraoxaspiro[5.5] undecane (poly(itaconic
anhydride-co-3,9-divinyl-2,4,8,10-tetraoxaspiro[5.5] undecane -PITAU) with unique prop-
erties including binding ability, thermal stability, and sensitivity to changes in pH and
temperature [29]. Also, it has been shown that PITAU has the unique capacity to establish
specific functional pathways and further link biological molecules via the itaconic anhy-
dride moiety (riboflavin [30,31]) exhibiting biologically desirable characteristics such as
biodegradability and biocompatibility. These superior properties make this polymer highly
promising for pharmaceutical delivery and supporting bioactive compounds in various
biomedical applications.

Alginate (SA), a polysaccharide extracted from brown seaweed, is nowadays uti-
lized increasingly as a carrier to transport active compounds and in the production of
hydrogels due to its biodegradability, nontoxicity, low cost, and ease of gelation [32,33].
Also, SA has film-forming properties and produces impermeable films to oils and
lipids [34]. Moreover, they are effective barriers against oxygen [34], and can also
slow down lipid oxidation [35]. However, the films have reduced moisture retention
and are water-soluble [36], requiring crosslinking and/or combination with a synthetic
polymer to improve their properties. Also, a unique property of SA is its ability to
form an insoluble gel through ionotropic gelation by multivalent cations such as Ca2+,

Sr2+, Ba2+, Zn2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Cr3+, and Fe3+ that crosslink carboxylate groups in the
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uronate blocks [37]. Thus, selecting the appropriate crosslinking agent is crucial for
scaffold formation and high performance in specific environments. Phytic acid (myo-
inositol-1,2,3,4,5,6-hexakisphosphate, PA) is a natural antioxidant found in abundance
in plant seeds [38]. It has many hydroxyl-bearing phosphoric groups and it is known
for its great antioxidant and chelating properties already demonstrating the ability to
form functional materials that hold great potential for biomedicine [38]. Through the
combination of PA with natural polymers like carboxymethyl cellulose [39], SA [40], and
carboxymethyl chitosan [41], naturally crosslinked scaffolds were obtained. This process
can occur through the bonding of PA anions to cationic groups of the polymer or by
forming hydrogen bonds from the hydroxyl groups within the compound’s structure [42].
Previously, in our group, hydrogels based on (i) SA crosslinked with PA [40] and (ii)
hybrid gels composed from SA and PITAU [43] were prepared and characterized.

Taking into account the capacity of PITAU to form a network and incorporate bioactive
compounds, as well as the hybrid hydrogel systems above mentioned, in the present study,
we developed this direction by investigating a complex hydrogel made by interpenetrating
PITAU copolymer loaded with LVO in the preformed network based on SA biopolymer
crosslinked with PA. The new platform was explored for synergistic properties regarding
the application as antibacterial wound dressings.

The purpose was to obtain a hybrid scaffold loaded with LVO that promotes a con-
trolled release of the oil in the first hours to decrease the bacterial infection and after,
through a sustained stage, slowly reduces the oxidative stress in the cells, leading to rapid
wound healing. The physicochemical properties of the produced hydrogels were inves-
tigated, and the optimum scaffold was embedded with LVO to induce antibacterial and
antioxidant properties.

Together with their antimicrobial activity, other properties of the composite hydrogels
have been studied such as their swelling capacity, antioxidant activity, and release rate of LVO.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals

All chemicals obtained from commercial suppliers were of analytical purity and were
used without further purification: phytic acid (PA, 50 wt% in water) purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Darmstadt, Germany), alginic acid sodium salt (SA) from brown algae supplied
by Across Organics (Geel, Belgium), 3,9-divinyl-2,4,8,10-tetraoxaspiro[5.5] undecane (U)
(purity 98%, Sigma-Aldrich, Hamburg, Germany), itaconic anhydride (ITA) (purity 98%,
Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), 2,2′-Azobis (2-methyl propionitrile) (AIBN) (purity 98%,
Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), lauryl sulfate sodium salt (SLS), and 2,2-diphenyl-1-
picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany).

The molecular weight of the SA used in this study was determined with the static
light scattering technique using the Zetasizer Nano ZS equipment and was found to
be around 90 kDa, which is in agreement with other investigation in the field [44]. Its
chemical composition, as determined using 1H NMR spectroscopy, showed a ratio between
mannuronic (M) and guluronic (G) acids of 1.22 M/G [45]. The organic solvents used
in the synthesis of PITAU were 1,4 dioxane (D) (purity ≥ 99.0%) and diethyl ether (for
precipitation), purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultra Clear TWF UV
System was used to purify the water utilized in the experiments.

2.2. Hybrid Hydrogels Preparation

Several hybrid hydrogels based on PITAU and SA and crosslinked with PA were
prepared and their codification and chemical composition is presented in Table 1. Before
mixing with the synthetic copolymer, the SA solution (3%) was crosslinked with a PA
solution (10%). According to previous studies [40], the ratio of 6:1 (wt/wt) between SA
and PA was optimal for preparing stable PA-crosslinked SA hydrogels; therefore, for all
prepared hydrogels, the SA: PA mass ratio was kept constant. Shortly after, specific amounts
of crosslinked SA solution were mixed with PITAU copolymer (in dioxane solution) to
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achieve gravimetric SA: PITAU ratios of 0.3:1; 0.45:1, and 0.6:1. The gels formed within
20 min after mixing were left to mature for 24 h. Then, the gels were freeze-dried to remove
the solvents and to be used in further investigations.

Table 1. Codification and chemical composition of the studied hydrogels.

Sample Code SA/PITAU (wt/wt) SA/PA (wt/wt)

SA_PITAU1 0.3:1 6:1
SA_PITAU2 0.45:1 6:1
SA_PITAU3 0.6:1 6:1

2.3. Extraction and Analysis of the Essential Oil from Lavender Flowers

The essential oil was extracted using Lavanda angustifolia Mill., Codreanca variety; the
raw material was harvested in mid-July 2022 from the experimental fields of the Agricul-
tural Research and Development Station, Secuieni, Neamt County, Romania. The lavender
culture is an ecological, non-irrigated one and is in its fourth year of development. The
harvesting was carried out in ideal conditions: at noon and under a clear sky (temperature
in the field of 32–40 ◦C). After drying for 14 days at room temperature and controlled hu-
midity, the plant material was processed following the European Pharmacopoeia [46]: the
dried flowers were manually separated from the flowering stem and grinded for 1 min. Im-
mediately after, the essential oil was extracted by hydrodistillation, using a Neo-Clevenger
type apparatus. The content in the plant sample was determined according to the European
Pharmacopoeia: 20 g of dry and crushed plant material was transferred in a 1000 mL
round-bottom flask; 500 mL of distilled water and 0.5 mL of hexane were added, and
the mixture was hydrodistillated for 2 h. At the end, the oil sample was collected and
stored in the refrigerator until the time of analysis. The average essential oil content was
3.20 ± 0.22 mL/100 g of dry plant material.

The essential oil obtained was subjected to GC-MS analysis (gas chromatography)
in order to evaluate its composition. The analysis of the sample was performed using an
Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph, equipped with an Agilent 5975C mass spectrometer
and a DB-5MS capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm internal diameter, 0.25 µm film
thickness). The carrier gas was helium with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The injector
(split ratio 100:1) and detector temperatures were maintained at 250 ◦C. The volume
injected was 0.25 µL. The oven temperature was stable at 40 ◦C for 3 min, then raised
with 10 ◦C/min up to 280 ◦C. The final temperature was kept constant for 3 min. The
evaluation of the results was performed using ChemStation Software (version E.02.02)
and Wiley Mass Spectral Library.

2.4. Bioactive Compound Preparation

LVO-loaded SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels were prepared using the same protocol estab-
lished for hydrogels preparation, described in the section above. The compound ratios
used in the bioactive hydrogel development are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Codification and chemical composition of the SA_PITAU3 hydrogels loaded with LVO.

Sample Code SA/PITAU (wt/wt) LVO (wt%) EE% LC% Radical Scavenging Capacity (%)

SA_PITAU3+LVO5% 0.6:1 5 83.74 33.33 3.5 ± 0.02
SA_PITAU3+LVO10% 0.6:1 10 88.11 50.44 3.9 ± 0.012
SA_PITAU3+LVO15% 0.6:1 15 87.06 58.11 6.6 ± 0.015

Thus, LVO was mixed with PITAU solution solutions at concentrations of 5%, 10%,
and 15% dripped in the preformed network of SA crosslinked with PA and stirred for at
least 15 min to obtain a homogenous mixture. The ratio of 0.6:1 between SA and PITAU
was chosen for LVO embedding, as this ratio was the optimal one that allowed for a better
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interaction between the hybrid polymer network and the essential oil. The encapsulation
efficiency w/w% (EE%) and loading capacity w/w% (LC%) of LVO were also calculated
using equations presented in a section below and included in Table 2.

2.5. Structural Characterization

The FTIR spectra of both precursors and hydrogels were obtained using a Vertex
Bruker spectrophotometer (Ettlingen, Germany) in transmittance mode. The spectra were
recorded at room temperature in a wave number range of 4000–400 cm−1 with 64 scans
and a resolution accuracy of 4 cm−1.

2.6. Morphological Analysis

To observe the morphology of the freeze-dried hydrogels, a scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM Quanta 200, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used. The instrument
was operated in low-vacuum mode with secondary electrons at 20 kV and without any
coating. The samples were first fixed onto aluminum stubs with double-adhesive carbon
tape before analysis.

2.7. Swelling Studies

Swelling measurements of hydrogels were performed by using the teabag method, in
phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.4 and 37 ◦C [47]. Briefly, 20 mg of lyophilized hydrogel
was weighed into an empty teabag and then immersed in media. At specific time intervals,
the samples were taken out from the buffer solution, and the excess was blotted with filter
paper and then weighed [48]. The weight of the swollen gel was obtained by subtracting
the weight of the wet teabag from the total weight. Swelling studies of all hydrogels were
carried out three times and the mean values were reported. The degree of swelling (SD)
was calculated using the following Equation (1):

SD (%) =

(
W3 −W2 −W1

W2

)
× 100 (1)

where W1, W2, and W3 are the weight of the teabag, the weight of the dried hydrogel, and
the weight of the swelled hydrogel, respectively.

For the pH sensitivity evaluation, the swelling behavior of the prepared hydrogels
in buffer solutions with different pHs (5.4, 6.5, and 7.4) was measured after reaching the
equilibrium state, also according to the teabag method.

2.8. LVO Loading and Release Assays
2.8.1. LVO Loading

The LVO content loaded in the hydrogels was determined using UV–VIS spectropho-
tometry [23,49,50]. Each hydrogel (20 mg) was dissolved in 4 mL SLS solution (6 w/v%)
under magnetic stirring, and the content of LVO was determined by using a UV-VIS spec-
trophotometer (Jenway 6305 UV–VIS Spectrophotometer, Stone, Staffordshire, UK) at a
wavelength of 276 nm. The amount of LVO was calculated by using a previously con-
structed calibration curve of free LVO in a 6% SLS solution, which was standardized with a
limit of detection of 0.064 mg/ mL and a limit of quantification of 0.194 mg/mL. Triplicate
measurements were performed for each sample. The correlation coefficient, regressive
equation, and linear range are detailed in the supplementary material, Figure S1. The EE%
and LC% of LVO were calculated according to Equation (2) and Equation (3), respectively,
as follows:

EE% =
Total amount of loaded LVO(% in hydrogel)
Initial amount of LVO(% in in itial solution)

× 100 (2)

LC% =
Total amount of loaded LVO(amount in oil)

Weight of hydrogel after loading
× 100 (3)
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2.8.2. Release Study

To study the release percentage of LVO from hydrogels, the samples (50 mg) were
introduced in a dialysis bag and immersed in 20 mL buffer solution (pH 7.4) containing 1%
SLS (w/v%). All experiments were performed at 37 ◦C, under gentle shaking. At certain
time intervals, from each incubation medium, 2 mL was withdrawn and replaced with the
same volume of freshly prepared buffer with SLS 1%, standardized with a limit of detection
of 0.052 mg/mL and a limit of quantification of 0.156 mg/mL. The correlation coefficient, re-
gressive equation, and linear range are also listed in the supplementary material, Figure S2.
The amount of released lavender was then quantified using UV–VIS spectrophotometry
(Jenway 6305 UV–VIS Spectrophotometer, Stone, Staffordshire, UK) at λ = 276 nm [49].

2.9. Antioxidant Capacity of the Hybrid Hydrogels

The antioxidant activity of the LVO-loaded/oil-free hydrogels was determined by
measuring the 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) scavenging capacity. The DPPH
radical scavenging assay was performed according to the Blois method [51]. In brief,
20 mg from each hydrogel loaded with LVO was swelled in 3 mL ethanol and centrifuged
to remove the insoluble hydrogel fraction. Separately, a 0.5 mM DPPH stock solution
in ethanol was prepared and then 0.3 mL of this solution was mixed with 3 mL of the
supernatant hydrogel solution. The control solution was prepared by mixing ethanol (3 mL)
and DPPH stock solution (0.3 mL). Finally, after 30 min of incubation in the darkness, the
absorbance was measured at 517 nm (Jenway 6305 UV–VIS Spectrophotometer, Stone,
Staffordshire, UK). All experiments were performed in triplicate and the results were
reported as mean ± SD of percent radical scavenging activity. The percentage of DPPH
radical scavenging was calculated by the following equation:

%DPPH radical scavenging activity =
(Ac − As)

Ac
× 100 (4)

where Ac is the absorbance of the control DPPH solution and As is the absorbance of the
DPPH solution containing the analyzed samples.

2.10. Antimicrobial Activity

By using the disk diffusion test [52,53] against three distinct reference strains of
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC25923 (S. aureus), Escherichia coli ATCC25922 (E. coli), and Candida
albicans ATCC90028 (C. albicans), the antimicrobial activity screening of the samples was
assessed. All microorganisms were kept in 20% glycerol at −80 ◦C. The yeast strain was
refreshed on Sabouraud dextrose agar (SDA) at 37 ◦C, while the bacterial strains were
refreshed on nutrient agar (NA) at that same temperature. These cultures were used to
create microbial suspensions in a sterile solution, resulting in turbidity optically similar to
that of 0.5 McFarland standards. On NA/SDA plates, samples of 25 mg and 10 mm were
added to 100 µL samples from each inoculum spread on the Petri dishes.

After 24 h of incubation at 37 ◦C, the growth inhibition was assessed under standard
conditions to evaluate the antimicrobial properties. To ensure the accuracy of the results,
each test was carried out three times. The samples were examined after incubation using
SCAN1200®, version 8.6.10.0 (Interscience, Saint-Nom-la-Bretèche, France), and the results
were reported as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) using XLSTAT Ecology version
2019.4.1 software [54].

2.11. In Vivo Biocompatibility Assay

In the experiment on biocompatibility testing, adult white Wistar rats, male, with
uniform sex distribution were used, weighing between 225 g and 250 g and being 6–8 weeks
old at the start of the experiments. The animals were purchased from the “Cantacuzino
National Medical-Military Institute for Research and Development”, Băneasa Station,
Bucharest, Romania through the CEMEX biobase (“Advanced Center for Research and
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Development in Experimental Medicine”) of the University of Medicine and Pharmacy
“Grigore T. Popa” from Iaşi.

The in vivo experiments took place in specially designed enclosures, ensuring the
habitat conditions according to standard norms. Rats were housed in individual cages
outside of testing periods and provided with food and water ad libitum. A 12 h light/12 h
dark cycle was used. The temperature in the laboratory was 23 ± 2 ◦C, and the relative
humidity was 50–60%. The animals were weighed before each administration, the dose
being adapted to the weight variation of the animal during the experiment.

At the beginning of the experiment, the animals were anaesthetized with a mixture of
ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), shaved in the lateral dorsal region, and an
incision was made where sterile cotton pellets, respectively, the hydrogels to be tested, with
approximately equal weights (64 mg) were placed subcutaneously. After the end of the
experiments, the rats were euthanized under general anesthesia with 3% isoflurane [55,56].

To conduct the in vivo biocompatibility tests, 5 groups each containing 5 rats were used.
Two groups (SA_PITAU3 and SA_PITAU3+LVO10%) were dedicated to the evaluation of
newly prepared hydrogels samples, while one group was used for the negative control
coded Cn (bi-distilled water), one as the positive control coded Cp (cotton pellet) and
another one used implant of pellets impregnated with diclofenac sodium 15 mg/kg body.
The weights of the animals in the experimental groups were monitored periodically, to
follow the evolution of their weight, during the experiment.

Before the subcutaneous implantation of the tested sample (baseline) and on the 7th
day of the experiment, blood samples (2 mL) from the lateral caudal vein [57] were collected
and subjected to analysis of hemodynamic, immune, and biochemical profiles.

The following determinations were made: white blood cell percentage (polymor-
phonuclear neutrophils (PMN), lymphocytes (Ly), eosinophils (E), monocytes (M), and
basophils (B)—described in the Supplementary Material, Figures S4–S6), fibrinogen
and C-reactive protein, the activity of liver enzymes: aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
and alanine aminotransferase (ALT), kidney function: serum urea and creatinine levels,
immune parameters: serum complement (C) [58], serum levels of tumor necrosis factor
alpha (TNFα) and interleukin 10 (IL-10), and assessment of oxidative stress through
measuring superoxide dismutase (SOD) [59] and malondialdehyde (MDA) activity [60].

2.12. Statistical Analysis

All the investigations were conducted in triplicate. Results were expressed as the
mean ± standard deviation (S.D.) of each evaluated parameter.

For in vivo tests, the data were analyzed statistically using SPSS software (version
17.0) for Windows and the one-factor ANOVA method. Values were expressed as arithmetic
mean ± D.S. of the mean for 5 rats per lot. The statistical analysis was completed with the
post-hoc Tukey and Newman–Keuls tests, which allowed for multiple comparisons to be
made, the separation of the batches into groups of significance, in relation to the intensity
of the effect, and the ranking in ascending order of the potency of the tested substances. A
p-probability of less than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively, was considered significant compared
to the control group.

2.13. Research Ethics

The in vivo experiments complied with the ethical norms in experimental research,
as well as the conditions imposed by the Ethics Commission of the “Grigore T. Popa”
University of Medicine and Pharmacy in Iaşi under the European Union norms regarding
the work on laboratory animals (“Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes”).

3. Results and Discussions

LVO is an essential oil with excellent antibacterial, antifungal, and antioxidant prop-
erties. Additionally, LVO effectively prevents the growth of microorganisms that cause
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skin infections and is often used to treat superficial infections in topical or prophylactic
form. Incorporation of LVO into hydrogels can improve the stability of LVO during storage,
delay its release, and provide good antibacterial properties against Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria, making it a key factor in accelerating the stages of wound heal-
ing. Due to their structural similarity to the native extracellular matrix (ECM), polymeric
scaffolds, such as hydrogels based on natural polymers, have become one of the most
promising treatment options to control the wound healing process. Thus, by loading LVO
into a hybrid hydrogel made of PITAU copolymer, a compound having the capacity to bind
biological molecules via the itaconic anhydride moiety, and SA crosslinked with PA, it is
possible to obtain antibacterial hybrid hydrogel for wound treatment.

3.1. FTIR Analysis

The FTIR spectra of the gel samples are shown in Figure 1. In all SA/PA/PITAU
hydrogels, the characteristic peaks in the domain 3500–3400 cm−1 are attributed to –OH
stretching vibrations of SA and PA compounds [40]. A couple of bands that appear in the
region 2930–2850 cm−1 are assigned to stretching vibrations of aliphatic CH and corre-
spond to PITAU [29]. Other characteristic bands of the PITAU copolymer that indicates its
presence appeared around 1772 cm−1 and 1855 cm−1 corresponding to C=O symmetric
and asymmetric stretching of the five-member anhydride unit and at 1630 (1624) cm−1

from C=C stretching vibration [29]. The absorption bands that appear around 1700 cm−1 in
all hydrogels spectra correspond to the stretching vibration of the hexatomic ring in PA
and are overlapped with bands from the PITAU spectrum mentioned above [40]. The afore-
mentioned peaks have an enhanced intensity as compared to the bands from the PITAU
spectrum, which confirms a strong interaction between SA and PA. The presence of a strong
band around the 1000–1200 cm−1 region may be also attributed to ether C–O–C stretching
from the spiroacetal moieties that are overlapped with the C–O–C stretching vibrations of
SA saccharide ring and the anti-symmetrical frequencies of the P-O-C groups [29,40]. The
band from 673 cm−1 corresponding to the bending vibration of P-O bonds, and attested by
other authors, is also evidenced [40].
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The absorption band of the hydrogels from 1419 cm−1, assigned to the symmetric
stretching vibration of COO−, was shifted to 1433 cm−1 for SA_PITAU1, respectively, to
1425 cm−1 in the case of SA_PITAU2 and SA_PITAU3. Moreover, as compared to the SA
compound spectrum, the band characteristic of OH groups from SA and PA changes the
position to lower frequencies in SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels: from 3564 to 3554 cm−1 for
SA_PITAU1 and 3525 cm−1 for SA_PITAU2 and SA_PITAU3. These shifts confirm the
formation of hydrogen bonds between SA and the crosslinking agent (PA) within the
new hydrogels.
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Regarding the addition of LVO, its presence in the new hydrogels network is confirmed
by the appearance of new bands at 1338 cm−1, 1240 cm−1, and 1213 cm−1 corresponding
to the C–O stretching vibration of ester groups from linalyl acetate and lavandulyl acetate
(Figure 1b) [61,62]. Overall, no other major occurrences of new bands or shifting of the old
ones were noted in the spectrum of LVO-loaded SA_PITAU3 hydrogel. Most of the bands
characteristic to the main components of LVO such as linalool, linalyl acetate, lavandulyl
acetate, 1,8-cineol, and β-caryophyllene overlap with the bands from the polymeric matrix
constituents. These results are consistent with other published work [63]. Based on the
above observations, it can be concluded that the hydrogel effectively incorporates LVO.

3.2. Morphological Analysis

The architecture of SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels in different ratios was analyzed through
the SEM technique and the images are displayed in Figure 2. SEM image analysis can
provide a correlation between the bioconjugate matrices’ morphology and the gel’s ability
to swell, embed, transport, and release a therapeutic drug or even essential oils.
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Figure 2. SEM images of hydrogels based on SA, PA, and PITAU.

The freeze-dried hydrogels all have a porous network with different patterns, which is
related to the variation in SA and PITAU ratio. When a higher amount of SA was incorpo-
rated, the pore diameter became smaller (62.5 ± 0.1 µm for SA_PITAU2 and 32.4 ± 0.1 µm
for SA_PITAU3). This indicates that additional intermolecular crosslinking bridges are
developing as a result of the interaction with PA. On the other hand, the network obtained
from SA_PITAU1 is more compact without visible pores. However, by increasing the
SA amount (SA_PITAU2 and SA_PITAU3), the scaffold network becomes more porous
with well-defined and interconnected pores. Thus, a large amount of PITAU causes the
appearance of supplementary intermolecular interactions with the already formed SA/PA
network. This translates into obtaining a more compact network.

The hydrogel’s pores contributed to the product’s increased ability to swell. The region
through which water molecules permeate and interact with the hydrophilic groups of the
hydrogel is represented by the hydrogel pores. The domains of PITAU copolymer in the
new hydrogels are of great interest for bioactive compound loading like essential oils (LVO),
as they can contribute to a controlled release over time in a sustained manner.

3.3. Swelling Capacity Evaluation

The capacity of a hydrogel to swell is influenced by various factors, including pore
size, surface charges, intermolecular spaces in the network structure, and hydrophilic
functional groups within the matrix. These factors determine how much aqueous solution
the hydrogel can absorb and retain. Thus, the presence of OH and COOH groups from SA
makes the network of SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels very water-friendly.

The swelling behavior of SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels as a function of time and SA/PITAU
ratio, in buffer solution with pH 7.4, at 25 ◦C, was studied and is shown in Figure 3a. As
can be seen, all samples demonstrate a burst increase in swelling degree (SD) within the
first 10 min caused by the osmotic pressure difference between the dried hydrogel and the
solution. Subsequently, their SD continued to increase slowly for up to 24 h. Hydrogels
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swelling capacity increased proportionally with the SA content, except for the SA_PITAU3
sample, which showed a slight SD reduction. In the case of SA_PITAU3 hydrogel, reducing
the PITAU ratio results in a decrease in swelling capacity compared to SA_PITAU2. This
occurs due to the formation of additional crosslinks between the SA polymer segments
and PA, which limits the available space for solvent molecules. This rigidity caused by the
crosslinks restricts the relaxation of the chain, providing a potential explanation for the
swelling behavior.
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The sample with the lowest amount of SA (SA_PITAU1) and the highest amount of
PITAU is the one with the lowest swelling capacity. The system’s compact architecture (also
highlighted by the morphological characterization) caused the reduced swelling capacity.

The hydrogel with the intermediate quantity of PITAU and SA (SA_PITAU2) exhibited
the highest SD. Compared to SA_PITAU1, a moderately smaller quantity of PITAU results
in the formation of a more uniform network structure with interconnected pores that
facilitate the diffusion of buffer molecules due to the relative mobility of the SA chains.
Thus, the combination of adequate hydrophilicity provided by SA and the stabilizing effects
of PA and PITAU resulted in a swelling capacity that can be suitable for wound care and
drug delivery.

While the PA content reported to SA is maintained constant during hydrogel prepara-
tion, the increase in SA induces strong hydrophilicity through guluronic acid (G) units that
provide ionizable moieties like OH and COOH, which can increase the volume between
polymeric chains and the swelling capacity of the hydrogel by electrostatic repulsion.

To investigate the impact of pH on swelling behavior, hydrogel SD at equilibrium state
was determined by using phosphate buffer solutions with different pHs corresponding to
the wound healing stages (Figure 3b) [64].

As expected, the influence of pH media on SD at equilibrium depends on the ratio
between SA and PITAU. All hydrogels had ESD increasing with the pH. SA has a pKa value
of 3.6 and therefore the COOH groups over its pKa are ionized. Due to the conversion of the
ionizable COOH groups of SA to a negatively charged COO- ion and also to the resultant
electrostatic forces, the ESD of hydrogels increases from pH 5.4 to pH 7.4. Moreover, in the
studied pH domain, PA is highly negatively charged [65], which increases the density of
intrinsic electrostatic repulsion forces.

In addition, a higher influx of counterions from swelling media at pH 7.4 can create a
charge screening effect that also leads to a slight reduction in the charge repulsion effect
and polyelectrolyte chain shrinkage (SA_PITAU2 and SA_PITAU3). This characteristic
is valuable for bioactive compound (LVO) release in medical applications. The hydrogel
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behavior is in accordance with the SEM micrographs. Analogous swelling behaviors were
observed for hydrogel dressings based on SA [66].

For LVO loading and further biological characterization, SA_PITAU3 was chosen due
to a more controlled swelling capacity, which may favor a smaller burst release effect
compared to SA_PITAU2, which exhibited greater water affinity.

3.4. Phytochemical Characterization of LVO from Lavender Flowers

LVO is known for its complex mixture of volatile organic compounds, and GC-MS
is particularly well-suited to analyze such complex mixtures. Thus, GC-MS analysis
of lavender oil revealed the following major compounds: linalool (17.71%), α-terpineol
(7.31%), linalyl acetate (6.77%), 1,8-cineole (5.75%), 4-terpineol (4.89%), lavandulyl acetate
(4.74%) (Table 3 and Figure S3).

Table 3. LVO composition.

TR (min) Compounds Area % TR (min) Compounds Area %

8.103 α-pinene 0.74 12.523 4-terpineol 4.89

8.436 Camphene 1.20 12.621 Crypton 0.52

8.965 β-pinene 0.60 12.774 α-terpineol 7.31

9.091 3-octanone 3.06 13.161 Nerol 2.59

9.162 β-myrcene 2.94 13.472 Linalyl acetate 6.77

9.549 Hexyl acetate 1.07 13.614 Geraniol 3.17

9.822 p-cymene 0.61 13.985 Lavandulyl acetate 4.74

9.909 Limonene 1.95 14.061 Bornyl acetate 0.64

9.980 1,8-Cineole 5.75 15.136 Neryl acetate 6.58

10.182 Trans-β-ocimene 2.23 16.162 β-caryophyllene 5.55

10.406 γ-terpinene 0.55 16.686 β-farnesene 0.91

10.635 Linalool oxide 1.69 17.101 germacren-D 1.11

10.875 Linalool 17.71 18.814 Caryophyllene oxide 1.57

11.999 Camphor 1.11 Other compounds (area < 0.5%) 8.36

12.184 Lavandulol 0.95

12.408 Borneol 3.13

3.5. LVD Loading/Release Studies

From the prepared hydrogels, SA_PITAU3 with an SA/PITAU ratio of 0.6:1 was
chosen for LVO entrapment based on the swelling capacity and composition. EE%
and LE% of different concentrations of LVO encapsulated in SA/PA/PITAU hydrogels
are presented in Table 2. SA_PITAU3 hydrogel loaded with 10 wt% LVO revealed the
highest EE% (88.11%). In addition, it was observed that EE% slightly decreased as LVO
wt% in the matrix increased (87.06% for SA_PITAU3+LVO15%). Increasing the oil % in
the hydrogels slightly decreased the EE% due to the reduced capacity of the polymer
blend to sufficiently incorporate higher amounts of oil droplets. Thus, the excess of oil
droplets remains on the surface of the hydrogels and is released quickly within the first
hours. Other researchers have also reported that beyond a certain concentration, EE% of
essential oils incorporation can begin to decline [67]. In addition, because the loading is
carried out during the preparation of the hydrogel, there is a competition of interactions
that occur between the active principles in the LVO and the components of the matrix,
with those forming between SA polymer segments and PA groups that can hinder the
LVO release process.
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To mimic the internal biological environment, the in vitro drug release of LVO from
hydrogels was studied in a buffer release medium (pH 7.4, 0.01 M). The release was
monitored using UV-vis spectroscopy for 96 h at 276 nm under physiological conditions
(Figure 4a).
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of LVO-loaded hydrogel and oil-free SA_PITAU3 hydrogel.

First, as shown in Figure 4a, the LVO concentration in the buffer solution increases pro-
gressively over time, with an initial burst of loosely bounded oil particles to the SA/PITAU
polymeric network released within 4 h. Further, a controlled release was observed up to 96 h,
resulting in a cumulative release of 88.44%, 68.47%, and 86.77% from SA_PITAU3+LVO5%,
SA_PITAU3+LVO10%, and SA_PITAU3+LVO15%, respectively. Comparing the results of
the LVO release profile, SA_PITAU3+LVO5% is the one that releases the highest amount
of LVO and is faster. Moreover, SA_PITAU3+LVO10% is the sample with the lowest LVO
release in PBS after 96h, the last hydrogels also being the ones with the highest EE%. This
is likely due to the fact that the remaining LVO oil entrapped in the core of the polymeric
matrix releases slowly. Additionally, the hydrophobic nature of the oil constituents may
also impede media from penetrating the deeper core, leading to a slower release. The
release profile is in agreement with the findings of comparable studies conducted by other
authors [68]. Thus, based on the cumulative release data, it can be concluded that LVO
is released in two stages: an initial burst followed by a controlled diffusion. Given its
antibacterial properties, it could be hypothesized that by releasing a large amount of LVO
within the initial 24 h, bacterial infection significantly decreases. It may also lead to a re-
duction in the pain associated with injuries, as LVO has been reported to possess analgesic
activity [63]. Later, a steady concentration of oil at the wound site aids in healing and
providing antibacterial cover, as observed by other authors [68].

3.6. Antioxidant Activity

As reactive oxygen species (ROS) have a significant impact in modulating the wound
healing response and the inflammatory processes, wound dressing materials with antioxi-
dant properties, specifically those that scavenge radicals, are now considered essential [69].
Essential oils extracted from medicinal plants (like LVO) are rich in volatile compounds,
including terpenoids, terpenes, aliphatic aromatic compounds, and phenolics, all of which
contribute to their significant antioxidant capabilities. In Figure 4b, the radical scavenging
activity reported to LVO concentration for loading the SA_PITAU3 hydrogel is represented.

The percentage of free radical scavenging activity of LVO-loaded hydrogels and
pristine hybrid scaffold was measured by determining their potential to scavenge the
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DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl) free radical by donating their electron or hydrogen
atom and converting stable DPPH into its reduced form.

The results showed that all formulations containing LVO had antioxidant properties.
Thus, the amount of essential oil employed to prepare the hydrogels has a direct correlation
with the scavenging capacity. The highest antioxidant activity in hydrogels was obtained
for SA_PITAU3+LVO15%, which was equal to 6.6%. The scavenging activity of LVO-loaded
hydrogels was compared with the one of SA_PITAU3 hydrogel without essential oil, and the
results showed that in the absence of LVO, the SA/PA/PITAU scaffold lacked antioxidant
capacity. The drug release studies indicated a two-stage process with a burst effect in the
first 5 h followed by a controlled diffusion that can also influence the scavenging capacity
over time. The antioxidant assay results are very well correlated with the LC% data (Table 2)
previously determined.

Prior investigations [70,71] reported higher LVO concentrations than were used in
our experiments to produce suitable antioxidant activity. However, we discovered that
despite using smaller amounts of LVO in SA/PA/PITAU, hybrid hydrogel still achieved
good antioxidant activity.

Therefore, the SA/PA/PITAU polymeric hydrogels incorporated with LVO are an
excellent option to scavenge the free radicals, which has the potential to significantly
amplify the wound healing activity of hydrogels and sustain the anti-inflammatory process.

3.7. Antimicrobial Evaluation of Prepared Hybrid Hydrogels

As presented in Figure 5 and Table 4, almost all the samples presented antimicrobial
activity against the tested reference strains. The smallest efficiency was presented by
the control samples (up to 11 mm of inhibition zone). The addition of LVO improved
the antimicrobial activity, up to a point, correlated with the oil concentration. Sample
SA_PITAU3+LVO5% presented moderate antimicrobial activity (up to 15 mm of inhibition
zone against C. albicans).
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Figure 5. Antimicrobial activity of: (1a)—control against S. aureus; (1b)—sample
SA_PITAU3+LVO5% against S. aureus; (1c)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO10% against S. au-
reus; (1d)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO15% against S. aureus; (2a)—control against E. coli;
(2b)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO5% against E. coli; (2c)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO10% against E. coli;
(2d)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO15% against E. coli; (3a)—control against C. albicans; (3b)—sample
SA_PITAU3+LVO5% against C. albicans; (3c)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO10% against C. albicans;
(3d)—sample SA_PITAU3+LVO15% against C. albicans.
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Table 4. Antimicrobial activity of the tested compounds against the reference strains (mm).

Samples
Antimicrobial Activity (mm)

S. aureus E. coli C. albicans

Control (SA_PITAU3) 11.65 ± 0.21 9.00 ± 1.13 10.20 ± 0.42

SA_PITAU3+LVO5% 13.30 ± 1.69 12.60 ± 0.70 14.65 ± 1.62

SA_PITAU3+LVO10% 18.90 ± 1.69 15.10 ± 1.55 20.25 ± 2.47

SA_PITAU3+LVO15% 14.10 ± 2.26 - 11.00 ± 0.70

It was noticed that 10% of the oil in the case of SA_PITAU3+LVO10% sample led
to the highest antimicrobial activity against the tested reference strains (up to 20 mm of
inhibition zone in the case of C. albicans). Nevertheless, the highest concentration of LVO
in the case of the SA_PITAU3+LVO15% sample determined a decrease in antimicrobial
activity, to a level compared to SA_PITAU3+LVO5%. More than that, in the particular case
of SA_PITAU3+LVO15 against E. coli, it can be observed that the sample determines only a
small disturbance to the cells’ growth, without a proper inhibition zone.

The control’s antimicrobial activity (SA_PITAU3 sample without LVO) probably relies
on the corroboration between SA and PA. PA is also known to have antimicrobial activity
against several microbial species such as E. faecalis, B. subtilis, S. aureus, P. aeruginosa, E. coli,
S. mutans, S. typhimurium, and C. albicans [72]. PA has antibacterial properties due to its cell
membrane-damaging activity, which results from its surfactant properties provided by the
content in phenolic compounds and flavonoids.

On the other hand, SA is also known to possess antimicrobial activity against bacterial
strains such as S. aureus and P. aeruginosa [73]. Its antimicrobial mechanism can be attributed
to the disruption of the intermolecular interaction in exopolysaccharides that might occur
due to its negative charges [74].

LVO is presented in the literature as having remarkable antimicrobial activity against
various microbial strains such as S. aureus, B. cereus, P. aeruginosa, Candida sp., S. cerevisiae,
and A. niger [74]. The possible antimicrobial mechanism of the LVO includes damaging the
cell wall and the membrane, and alteration of the proton motive force, leading in the end to
the leakage of the cytoplasmic content [75]. LVO is also known to increase the synergistic
effect of numerous classes of active agents [76].

Overall, very good antimicrobial activity was obtained in the case of the SA_PITAU3+
LVO10% sample against S. aureus and C. albicans (see Figure 5 and Table 4). This efficiency
is probably based on the synergism of SA, PA, and LVO. Therefore, due to its antimicrobial
properties, the hydrogel SA_PITAU3+LVO10% was selected to be tested in terms of in vivo
biocompatibility.

3.8. In Vivo Biocompatibility Testing

To assess the potential of the new hybrid hydrogels to be used as antibacterial
wound dressings, their biocompatibility was evaluated in vivo on rats with subcuta-
neous implantation and the most relevant biochemical parameters of organs and tissue
functions were monitored.

When tissues are damaged or infected with pathogenic germs, inflammation is rapidly
initiated as an integrated immune process [77]. The main factors of this process are the
complement system and innate phagocytes such as macrophages and dendritic cells. The
activation of the complement system results in the assembly and deposition of mem-
brane attack complexes that destroy infected or damaged cells by disrupting membrane
integrity [78]. This process induces profound activation of phagocytes, with the produc-
tion of inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and reactive oxygen
species [79]. In addition, the production of bioactive complement fragments C3a and
C5a, also known as anaphylatoxins, promotes local inflammatory events, including the
recruitment of phagocytic cells to the site of inflammation [80]. These phagocytes work in
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conjunction with complement by binding and internalizing infectious agents through cell
surface receptors and releasing proinflammatory cytokines (IL-1, TNF-α, and IL-6) [78].

At the beginning of the experiment, there were no variations regarding complement
activity between the studied groups. Seven days after the induction of granuloma with
cotton pellets, a significant increase in the serum level of complement was noted, in relation
to the control group (Cn) (� p < 0.05) as well as to the initial moment (* p < 0.05). In
the case of the group that received the SA_PITAU3 hydrogel, the activity of the serum
complement increased substantially, after one week, compared to the control group without
pellets (� p < 0.05), but also compared to the baseline (* p < 0.05) (Figure 6). There were no
significant differences in blood complement levels between animals in the DCF-p group
and no-pellet controls after one week.
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Figure 6. Influence of hydrogels on complement activity in the blood: (a) complemen; (b) ALT;
(c) AST. * p < 0.05 versus time zero; � p < 0.05 versus the control group.

After the application of the SA_PITAU3+LVO10% hydrogel, it was found that the
plasma values of the complement increased modestly, without statistical relevance in
relation to the control, and from time zero in the experiment (Figure 6a). This suggested that
the immune system did not perceive the loaded hydrogel as foreign material. The influence
of SA_PITAU3+LVO10% on complement activity was weaker than that determined by
DCF-β over the course of the experiment.

ALT and AST activity did not differ significantly between SA_PITAU3, SA_PITAU3+
LVO10%, pellet control, and no-pellet control at baseline and after one week (Figure 6b,c).
This indicates that the normal liver function of the rats was not affected by the subcutaneous
implantation of the hydrogels and therefore did not produce liver toxicity.

There were no significant differences in blood urea and creatinine levels between the
groups that received the studied hydrogels, the control group with granuloma, and the
control group at the beginning of the experiment and after 7 days, indicating no kidney
dysfunction (Figure 7a,b).
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Figure 7. Influence of hydrogels on (a) blood urea and (b) creatinine levels.

Before the start of the experiment, there were no substantial differences in blood MDA
and SOD values between the SA_PITAU3 group, the SA_PITAU3+LVO10% group, the
control group with pellets, and the control group without pellets.

One week after the production of the granuloma, a significant increase (� p < 0.05)
in the serum level of MDA and a significant reduction (* p < 0.05) in SOD values were
observed, compared to the control group without granuloma, but also compared to the
beginning of the experiment (* p < 0.05) (Figure 8).
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Oxidative stress occurs when reactive oxygen species (ROS) are accumulated beyond
the body’s antioxidant capacity. ROS can be produced as byproducts during normal
metabolic processes, but in the case of inflammation, a significant accumulation of ROS
may occur, causing an imbalance and the inability of cells to detoxify [81].

It is important to note that low levels of ROS are essential for maintaining critical
biological processes, eliminating pathogenic microorganisms, and stimulating the growth
of epithelial and fibroblastic cells. Increased concentrations of ROS create an environment
of oxidative stress and promote a diversity of biological processes, such as neutrophil infil-
tration and fibroblast activation. Moreover, oxidative stress can also impact cell signaling
pathways, which are essential for cell survival and repair [82].

ROS can interact with lipids to form MDA, which can modify proteins to form protein
carbonyls. MDA is the most studied product of lipid peroxidation being considered a
biomarker of oxidative stress.

The antioxidant system is widely present in human plasma and red blood cells and
is divided into enzymes and non-enzymes. Key enzymes include glutathione reductase,
peroxidase, catalase, glutathione S-transferase, SOD, glutathione peroxidase, tathion reduc-
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tase, and thioredyne peroxidase. SOD forms the first line of defense against ROS-mediated
damage [83]. These proteins catalyze the dismutation of superoxide anion free radicals
into molecular oxygen and hydrogen peroxide and decrease the level of superoxide anion,
which damages cells in excessive concentration. The enzyme acts as an important factor in
preventing or ameliorating ROS-mediated diseases [84].

In the case of the DCF group, no suggestive changes in blood MDA and SOD levels
were noted, compared to their without implant, after one week in the experiment.

In the case of the SA_PITAU3 hydrogel, after 7 days, the intensification in MDA activity
and the decrease in SOD activity was highlighted with statistical relevance compared to
the control (* p < 0.05) but also compared to the baseline (� p < 0.05) (Figure 8a,b).

The application of the SA_PITAU3+LVO10% hydrogel was accompanied by the im-
provement in disturbances in the activity of the two enzymes involved in lipid peroxidation
after one week in the experiment.

The influence of SA_PITAU3+LVO10% on the serum values of MDA and SOD were
less than those produced by DCF during the evaluation.

4. Conclusions

Hybrid hydrogels were prepared by mixing PITAU with SA that was crosslinked with
PA. The physicochemical properties of the resulting hydrogels were investigated and the
optimum hydrogel with the ratio of 0.6:1 between SA and PITAU was embedded with LVO
to imprint antibacterial and antioxidant properties.

Through FTIR analysis, it was concluded that LVO was effectively incorporated into
the hydrogels. The major characteristic band shifts confirmed the formation of hydrogen
bonds between SA, the crosslinking agent (PA), and PITAU in the new hydrogels.

All freeze-dried hydrogels had a porous network with different morphology patterns,
which were related to the variation in SA and PITAU ratio.

In comparison to SA_PITAU1, a moderate reduction in the quantity of PITAU results in
the formation of a more uniform network structure with interconnected pores that facilitate
the diffusion of buffer solution. Thus, the combination of adequate hydrophilicity provided
by SA and the stabilizing effects of PA and PITAU resulted in a swelling capacity that is
suitable for wound care and controlled drug delivery. The influence of pH media on SD at
equilibrium depended on the ratio between SA and PITAU. All hydrogels were affected by
the pH change in the swelling media, which impacted their ESD.

When comparing the results of the LVO release profile for the different hydrogels, it
was found that SA_PITAU3+LVO5% released the highest amount of LVO and faster, while
SA_PITAU3+LVO10% had the lowest LVO release in PBS after 96 h. The latter hydrogel
also had the highest EE%. This is likely because the remaining LVO oil entrapped in the
core of the polymeric matrix releases slowly and also because of the hydrophobic nature of
LVO constituents, which may prevent release media from penetrating the deeper core.

The radical scavenging assay results showed that all formulations containing LVO
had antioxidant properties. The highest antioxidant activity in hydrogels was obtained for
SA_PITAU3+LVO15%.

The addition of LVO improved the antimicrobial activity, up to a point, correlated
with the oil concentration. Very good antimicrobial activity was obtained in the case of the
SA_PITAU3+LVO10% sample against S. aureus and C. albicans. The in vivo biocompatibility
assay indicated that the application of the SA_PITAU3+LVO10% hydrogel had improved anti-
inflammatory properties compared to oil-free SA_PITAU3 after one week in the experiment,
but less intense than those of DCF, a frequently used anti-inflammatory drug.

In addition, the normal functions of the rats’ liver and kidney were not affected by the
subcutaneous implantation of the hydrogels, so it did not produce liver toxicity or kidney
dysfunction, confirming the biocompatibility of the new hydrogels loaded with LVO.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/pharmaceutics15112608/s1, Figure S1. Calibration curve of LVO
loading, linearity range: 0.225–1.272 mg/mL. Figure S2. Calibration curve of LVO release, linearity
range: 0.180–1.254 mg/mL. Figure S3. GC-MS chromatogram for LVO components from lavender
flowers. Figure S4. The influence of hydrogels on the percentage values of leukocyte formula elements.
* p < 0.05 vs. baseline, *� p < 0.05 vs. control group. Figure S5. Influence of hydrogels on blood
fibrinogen and C-reactive protein values. Figure S6. Influence of hydrogels on serum levels of TNF-α
and IL-10. * p < 0.05 versus time zero, � p < 0.05 versus the control group. References [85–87] are
cited in the supplementary materials.
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